Mind and Hand—and Rebar

Using renewable energy to restore Philippine coral reefs

Gerardo Jose la O’ spends most of his time building fuel cells for clean energy generation. But as a PhD student in the electrochemical-energy laboratory, he also knows batteries forwards and backwards. Now he’s tapping into that knowledge in order to help restore coral reefs in his native Philippines.

This January, la O’, whose funding came in part from the prize money his team received for winning the 2005–2006 MIT IDEAS Competition (web.mit.edu/ideas), led two MIT students to Sagay City and its neighboring reefs to install electric-powered coral-restoration devices called Biorocks, which are rebar rods assembled into a mesh and molded into reeflike shapes. Using electrical cables, the students connected the Biorocks to an anode and a power supply; then they placed them underwater where reefs had degraded. Direct electric current from the power supply causes calcium and carbon ions in the seawater to form calcium carbonate on the surface of the Biorocks, which act as cathodes. The calcium carbonate deposited is the same material that makes up corals’ hard skeletons, so coral larvae floating in the water land on the Biorocks and grow.

Developed in the 1970s as an alternative to passive reef restoration—which includes such methods as throwing tires in the water or leaving sunken ships undersea in the hopes that coral will grow on them—Biorock helps coral grow up to five times as fast as it would under normal conditions. One of its developers is Thomas J. Goreau ’70, president of the Global Coral Reef Alliance. The MIT students’ innovation is to use renewable energy, rather than electricity from shore, to power the devices. One of their restoration sites relies on power from solar panels, the other on power from a wind turbine.

The coral reefs of the Philippines have greater biodiversity than the Great Barrier Reef; many kinds of fish find shelter and food in them. But the reefs are in grave danger of being destroyed by pollution and unsustainable fishing methods that use dynamite and poison. La O’ started the Biorock project, he says, to give something back to his home country. He hopes the reinvigoration of the coral reefs can help local fishermen and eventually attract ecotourism to the region.

Sagay City community members are currently monitoring the success of the restoration project, which la O’ says will be measured in terms of coral growth and fish activity at the sites. Back on land, la O’ says he is inspired by MIT’s motto, “Mind and Hand,” as he raises funds for the expansion of the restoration project and works on his fuel cells.
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